
 

Riverdale Primary School Planning Policy 

At Riverdale we believe that Learning Objectives should be focused on learning rather than coverage 
and should be measurable if they are to secure good visible progress for all children.  
 
We define effective learning objectives to be those that identify both the essential knowledge, 
understanding and skills for a) a given subject and b)  the standard within the subject. 
 
When both of these are met, there is clarity for the purpose of a lesson, ensuring children are not 
wasting time on non essential skills and activities are focused upon making visible progress at the right 
level. 
 
In addition to the learning objectives and at what standard, planning should clearly state the different 
activities that will help all pupils to make visible progress and show the next steps needed to help pupils 
make further progress.  
 
Teachers will need to differentiate their learning objectives depending on the different abilities of the 
children they are teaching.  They can show this in their planning in different ways for example:- 
By stating different levels of standards   - level 2, level 3 
Breaking a standard down into smaller parts  - level 3 know most of tables, Grp1= 7 and 8x Grp2 = 9x 
By challenge  - applying 7 and 8x table 
By the different activity the children will be expected to achieve – grp1 record multiples of 7 and 8 on a 
venn diag   grp2 calculate the number of weeks until an event from the numbers of days 
 
Planning is broken down into 3 different types :- Long, Medium and Short term . 
Long term planning reflects the non negotiables skills and knowledge for each subject in each year group 
to be achieved. 
Medium Term planning shows key steps of achievement to be achieved in each unit of work for each 
subject. 
Short term planning shows planning for each individual lesson. 
In each of these different types of planning the definition of effective learning objectives are applied. 
 
To ensure retention of key knowledge and skills in reading, writing and maths children need to apply 
them on a regular basis.  We define these as Basic skills and these are viewed as the silent objective in 
every lesson.  Basic skills are planned into activities of every lesson without being the focus of the 
lesson. 
 
To ensure the consistency of high quality planning across the school, planning of Literacy and Numeracy 
are reviewed on a weekly basis by headteacher on a rotational basis.  In addition to this Senior Leaders 
scrutinise planning during their half termly monitoring and evaluation of teaching and learning across 
the school. They then report their findings back to Governors each term. 
 
 


